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E-Visits: Getting Started 

Purpose:  

E-visits is an alternative offering to address low acuity symptoms versus the traditional office visit. This will offer 

the patient convenience from home with access to their provider via Mychart with a structured set of questions 

to help the provider assess if a face-to-face visit is warranted or care can be addressed otherwise.  

Completing an e-Visit   

1. Once the patient has initiated the E-Visit, this will be routed to the MA to send to your PCP. The PCP will 

be responsible for responding to patient and closing the E-Visit encounter if able to save the patient a 

trip into the office. MA—please forward to covering provider per standard protocol should your PCP be 

out of the office. *There is a 2-3 business day reply time noted in the terms and conditions. 

 

If received, E-Visits will prompt a separate folder in your inbasket. 

 

a. Route to PCP or covering provider 
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b. If sending to covering provider who is also on e-Visits*, select “Change provider” 

 
 

Providers can also select a covering provider when they are on PTO or not in clinic using “Out of 

Contact”.  The delegate selected will be able to access the InBasket, using Attached In Baskets, to 

work the E-Visits.  See here (e-visit Provider is OOO). Alternatively, providers can change the provider 

within the encounter by selecting More and adding Change Enc Provider/Dept. Selecting the star to 

the right will save this to be available on the left hand navigator moving forward.  

 

 

https://intranet.hph.local/straub/departments/clinical-operations/Documents/Primary%20Care/Alternative%20Visits/e-Visits/Setting%20your%20Out%20of%20Office%20in%20Epic.pdf
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2. Providers, from your inbasket, open your e-Visits folder 

    

Select the e-Visit you wish to respond and click “e-Visit Enc” 
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Select “Yes” to copy the message text to the encounter note when initially opening the encounter to pull over the 

questionnaire (and answers).” (No need to continue to select “Yes” when prompted should you message the 

patient back and forth as this will continue to pull in the questionnaire repeatedly or you do not wish the 

questionnaire to be a part of your note.) 

 

 

 
 

Should you need additional information, you can reply within the Mychart message. 

 

 
 

 

3. Providers, please review and be sure to complete the 3 following fields to close the encounter. (You will 

also be prompted to complete should a field be missing). 

Diagnosis 
Progress note 
Patient instructions 
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a. Should you deem the E-Visit is not appropriate and the patient needs: 

 A face-to-face appointment with you 

 To proceed to the ED or Urgent Care 

 Entered in Error 

Go to your Smartsets within the encounter and select “E-Visit Cancellation” (Your MA will also be able to 

close, per your direction, if one of the smartest cancellation reasons). 

 

 

b. Select the appropriate reason to cancel the encounter as this will close the visit and notify the 

patient of patient instructions. Select”Sign” and then “Sign Visit” to close the encounter. 
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c. Should you select “Schedule an Office Visit” please cc’ your PSRs upon routing back to the patient to 

perform an outreach to schedule. A telephone encounter will then be created by the PSR to 

document the outreach. 

d. Should you select “Go to Urgent Care/ED” please cc’ your MAs upon routing back to the patient to 

perform an outreach and to document the outreach within a telephone encounter.  


